Assessment of the visual function of partially sighted and blind Canadian youth using the VFQ-25 questionnaire: a preliminary study.
Young people are a relatively underrepresented group in literature on poor vision and blindness. This study assessed the quality of life and function of young people who have poor vision or blindness by asking directly about their personal experiences. A modified version of the VFQ-25 was administered to 47 students at a school for blind youth. All students who received the test had visual acuity scores of 20/100 or worse. The VFQ-25 scoring system was used, and results from additional qualitative questions were themed and ranked. Further analysis was performed, using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient to check for correlation between duration of blindness and VFQ score. Participants recorded a composite VFQ score of 65, showing that poor vision had a self-perceived moderate effect on their daily function. Proportion of participant's life spent with visual impairment correlated with higher composite scores. In general, lower scores were reported by participants with worse visual acuity. However, variations were observed in the mental health category. Young people have a more optimistic and nuanced view of their function than expected based on VFQ scores of other groups. Larger studies, particularly ones including youth in non-specialized schools would be useful to expand these findings.